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AnalyticsDistrict HEALTH AUTHORITY DATABASE 
SYSTEM

(1)The AnalyticsDistrict Health Authority wishes to create a database covering most of 
the data for the Singapore Health Authority District. (2)It has asked you, as systems 
analyst, to help and you have gone along to do some data analysis.

(3)A hospital may administer several wards and, of course, a ward is only administered by 
one hospital.(4)Each hospital has a name, address and one or more telephone 
numbers.(5)Every ward has a ward number and a name.(6)A hospital may employ one or 
more consultants.(7)A consultant is employed by one hospital only.(8)We need to know the 
consultant id, name, qualifications and salary of each consultant.(9)The name is made up of 
title, surname and forename.

(10)A consultant may be assigned one or more patients and a patient is assigned to a 
consultant through an appointment. (11)It does not have to be the same consultant each 
time.(12)The system stores the code, name and address of each patient.

(13)A patient may be prescribed one or more drugs. (14)A drug is identified by a unique drug 
code and has a name associated with it. (15) A drug may be prescribed to several patients.



Database Design
Step 1) Identify Entity Types and 
Attributes.

Each entity type should:
 Be important and significant

 Have a unique identifier

 Have one or multiple attributes

 Have multiple occurrences
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Possible entity types with 
their attributes: 

 Hospital Entity. 
 It’s attributes:  Name, Address, Tel _no s.

 Ward Entity.
 It’s attributes:  Ward_No, Ward Name.

 Consultant Entity.
 It’s attributes:  Consultant Id, Title, Name, Qualifications, Salary.

 Patient Entity.
 It’s attributes:  Patient_Code, Name, Address.

 Drug Entity.
 It’s attributes:  Drug_Code, Name.



Possible entity types with 
their attributes: 
Note : 

 Qualifications attribute of the consultant
entity can be a new entity type.

 Telephone numbers attribute of the 
hospital Entity can be a new entity type.

 Each entity type should:
 Be important and significant 
 Have a unique identifier 
 Have one or multiple attributes  
 Have multiple occurrences



Diagrammatic View
Possible entity types

The diagram shows the attributes within the rectangle. It underlines the primary 
key attributes

HOSPITAL
Name
Address
Tel No s

WARD
Ward_No
Name

PATIENT
Patient Code
Name
Adress

CONSULTANT
Consultant ID
Title
Name
Qualifications
Salary

DRUG
Drug_Code
Name



Diagrammatic View
Possible entity types

HOSPITAL

WARD

PATIENT
CONSULTANT

DRUG

Please note that this diagram doesn’t show the attributes of the entities for clarity 
reason in the slide.  



Database Design 
Step 2) Identify and Categorise Relationship Types 

HOSPITAL
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DRUG
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Identify and Categorise Relationship Types: 
Optionality
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more consultants.(7)A consultant is employed by one hospital only.(8)We need to know the 
consultant id, name, qualifications and salary of each consultant.(9)The name is made up of 
title, surname and forename.

(10)A consultant may be assigned one or more patients and a patient is assigned to a 
consultant through an appointment. (11)It does not have to be the same consultant each 
time.(12)The system stores the code, name and address of each patient.

(13)A patient may be prescribed one or more drugs. (14)A drug is identified by a unique drug 
code and has a name associated with it. (15) A drug may be prescribed to several patients.
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Database Design

 Step 3) Look For Redundant Relationships. 

 There is not any redundant relationship in this case.

 Step 4) Look for Redundant Entities. 
 There is not any redundant entity in this case.

 Step 5) Look for Hidden Entities. 



Database Design

 Checking many to many relationships 

 Assigned _to relationship can be entity.

 Prescribed relationship can be entity.

 Assumption 

 Assignment Entity.  

 It’s attributes:  Assignment Id, Date, Time.

 Prescription Entity.

 It’s attributes:  Prescription Id, Date, Dosage.
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